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RBN U.S. Crude Oil GUSHER

Supply-Demand  
Analysis & Outlook

Overview
U.S. crude oil production has doubled in the past eight years, precipitating major shifts in transportation, storage and  
price dynamics. 

The RBN U.S. Crude Oil GUSHER is a weekly supply and demand forecast report released in conjunction with the EIA’s 
Weekly Petroleum Status Report. The GUSHER report combines current data and analysis with proprietary forecasts to 
provide subscribers with actionable knowledge and insights about how and why crude oil markets are shifting. 

The report features a breakdown of the crude supply and demand balance; domestic inventory levels, with a focus on 
Cushing stockpiles, and their impact on U.S. crude fundamentals; and the major infrastructure, commodity and industry 
news driving crude price movements — all displayed in an easily digestible format.

LOW COST = HIGH VALUE: At only $55 per month the Crude Oil GUSHER offers tremendous value and is affordable to even the independent trader. 

Key Features Benefits

Weekly highlights and full-year forecasts of the U.S. crude oil supply and 
demand balance, including production, storage injections, withdrawals and inventory 
levels, imports/exports, and refinery runs

Stay ahead of pivotal inflection 
points in the crude market 

In-depth analysis and forecasting of U.S. and Cushing inventories 
Anticipate price shifts based on the 
latest inventory data

Demand-side data and insights, including refinery operations, products and 
export activities

Identify potential upstream impacts 
of demand trends

PADD-level discussion of rig counts, production, refinery inputs, and crude oil 
and products inventories

Understand the regional drivers 
of U.S. crude supply and demand 
fundamentals

Breakdown of major infrastructure, commodity and industry developments
Quickly assess the impacts of the 
complex factors driving U.S. crude 
prices
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The Crude Oil GUSHER Advantage 

Want to Learn More?
For information and pricing for RBN’s Weekly Crude Oil GUSHER report, please visit us at RBNEnergy.com  

or contact TJ Braziel, Director of Client Services tjbraziel@rbnenergy.com
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